
 

Evo X Walbro 450 Pump 

System 

Installation Guide 

 
Please contact us at sales@wtftuned.com with any additional questions 

 
Tools required: 8 mm socket and wrench, needle-nose pliers, razor, drill w/ 5/64” bit, flat-bladed screwdriver 

Installation instructions: 

It is recommended to perform the pump installation at or below ¼ tank of fuel. 

Start with removing the back seat bottom by pulling upward below the retaining clip area on each side of the seat 

bottom. To disengage the clip takes quite a firm yank, so just pull up harder if it doesn’t free itself on the first attempt. 

Pry up the metal hatch that covers the pump hanger module on the driver’s side of the under-seat area. It is held on by a 

sticky black sealant so make sure to wear gloves. 

Clean the whole pump module area to prevent any dirt from entering the fuel tank. 

Disconnect the fuel feed line by disengaging the green clip and pulling it off the plastic EFI connection. 
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Use needle-nose pliers to slide back the clamp on the fuel return hose, and twist and pull the hose to remove it from the 

plastic barb. 

Unplug the electrical plug from the pump hanger module. 

Unclip the tank pressure sensor from the pump hanger by pushing the plastic retaining tabs apart and prying the sensor 

upward. You may leave it connected to the harness and push the sensor and harness aside. 

Remove all six 8 mm nuts that secure the metal pump hanger retaining ring. The spring-loaded pump module will push 

upward as you remove the ring. Lift the retaining ring and maneuver it around the fuel connections and set it to the side. 

Place shop towels/rags all around the area surrounding the pump hanger. These will help contain and fuel spills as you 

remove the hanger assembly. 

Place a tub or bucket next to the pump hanger area. 

Begin to lift the pump hanger out slowly, allowing the fuel to drain out 

of the unit as you go. You will see a hose attached to the bottom of 

the hanger assembly (see photo to the left). Use your pliers to pull 

back this clamp and remove the hose from the hanger module. We 

suggest hanging the hose on one of the 5 mm studs on top of the fuel 

tank to prevent having to reach into the fuel to retrieve it later. 

Carefully twist and tilt the pump hanger such that the fuel level float 

clears the hole as you lift the module out. Once the assembly is done 

draining, transfer the pump to your tub/bucket. Remove the 

tub/bucket from the car, and then flip the module over to drain out the 

rest of the fuel. 

 

Unclip and disconnect the fuel level float and fuel pump electrical connections 

from the top of the module. 

Remove the E-clip on the hanger rod shown to the right. This is easiest done 

by grabbing the thickest edge of the E-clip with your needle-nose pliers and 

pulling outward firmly. 

Once the clip is removed, the top of the module and rods will be able to be 

lifted out of the bucket. Be sure to keep track of the spring and E-clip for 

reinstallation.  

 

You’ll now want to slit the side of the fuel 

pump feed hose as shown below, and pull it 

off the underside of the fuel pump module 

top. 



Be careful not to damage the plastic barbed connection by pressing 

the razor blade too deep or too hard (right). 

Now, locate the return line venture jet (shown below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disconnect the blue connector and unclip the thin black hose 

from the hanger module. 

Pry upon the jet piece as shown below to remove it from the 

hanger. 

 

After removing the jet nozzle from the hanger (below 

left), look down into the hanger module to make sure 

the o-ring is still in place (below, right). Leave the o-

ring in that location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Separate the venturi nozzle from the return line relief valve piece by pulling the two tabs outward and pulling the two 

halves apart. 

Pick out the o-ring from the venturi nozzle piece (below left), and place it back onto the return line relief valve side 

(below right). 

 

 

Using a drill and 5/64” drill bit, enlarge the tiny orifice shown below and to the left. Ream out the hole until it is clean 

with no burrs, and then clean out any plastic shavings. 

 

 

Reassemble the venturi jet together with the return line relief 

valve piece as shown below, making sure the o-ring is in 

place. 

 

 



Install the jet back into the pump hanger module, making sure the o-ring is still in the bore (below, left). Press firmly until 

the nozzle is fully seated (below, middle). Clip the blue jet connector back onto the module and tuck the thin black hose 

under the plastic tab (below, right). 

 

 

Unclip and remove the fuel pump sub-harness from the fuel pump 

(shown right). 

Cut the blue and black wires closest to the black plug side, slip on 

the weather-tight grommets in the direction shown, and strip back 

about ¼” of insulation (shown below). 

 

Crimp (soldering the crimped connection in addition 

is also recommended) the female pins in the 

correction orientation as indicated to the left. Slide 

the finished pinned wires into the black Delphi 

connector with the blue wire into hole A, and the 

black wire into hole B (shown below and to the left). 

Push the weather-tight grommets into the 

connector as shown below. 

  



 

Connect the Delphi male 

connector on the 

adapter harness you 

just made to the female 

pigtail on the Walbro 

pump (shown right). 

This will require a good 

amount of force. 

Squeeze the two 

connectors firmly until 

you can pull the tab on 

the male connector over 

the protrusion on the 

female connector. 

 

Remove the white mounting ring from the stock fuel pump and fuel filter module, and install it on the Walbro pump as 

shown below. 

 

Install the pickup strainer / sock onto the Walbro pump as shown below. This requires quite a firm press to lock it onto 

the pump. It’s easiest to push the pump and sock onto a flat surface until it is flush as shown in the rightmost photo. 



Drop the Walbro pump and ring into the pump hanger, carefully 

aligning all 3 tabs on the outer wall of the hanger bucket, and then clip 

on all 3 tabs (shown on right). Disregard the missing clamp on the 

pump outlet as your kit will come with that clamp pre-installed and 

tightened. 

Slip the additional clamp found in your pump install kit onto the top of 

the pump outlet hose as shown below. 

 

Slip the lid and rods of the pump hanger unit 

back into their holes, ensuring not to forget the 

spring on the left rod (bottom left). 

Slide the flexible fuel pump hose onto the barbed 

fitting on the bottom of the lid. Tigthen the clamp 

with a flat-bladed screwdriver (bottom middle, 

bottom right). 

 

Compress the top of the pump hanger lid until the groove for the E-clip on the spring-equipped rod is showing. Press the 

E-clip back onto the groove on the rod until it “pops” into place (shown on next page). The lid of the pump hanger should 

be able to compress without the pump outlet hose kinking – it should bend over cleanly as shown in the photo. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Reconnect the fuel pump harness to the bottom of the lid, routing the wiring as shown below. Reconnect the fuel level 

float as well (disregard it having been removed for these instructions as you do not have to remove it from the hanger 

unit to complete this installation). Your unit should look as it does below. 

 

Reverse the removal steps to reinstall the fuel pump hanger into the car, ensuring that you do not hang up the level float 

on the bottom hose and clamp. If your fuel level is stuck and no longer accurate after this install, your level float is stuck 

on said hose. Torque each of the 8 mm nuts by hand, to 22 in-lb. For diagrams of the pump hanger module removal and 

installation, see the Evo X Factory Service Manual, Section 13B. 


